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The modelling is flawed,
write David Stockwell
and Anthony Cox.

THE debate about the carbon tax
rages, with big business queuing up
and demanding special
dispensation.

This is echoed by union leaders
such as Australian Workers Union
national secretary Paul Howes.

It is great that the tax has unified
such divergent viewpoints, but
average Australians have no such
bargaining power and will bear the
brunt of electricity price rises after
Julyl.

These rises will be largely due to
policies such as the Renewable
Energ Tbrget, which mandates
power from wind and solar energr
sourrces that are unreliable and
dearerthan fossil fuel.

The carbon tax will increase
reliance on wind and solar and
further increase prices.

The government has said it will
compensate poorer households but
many will not be compensated and
the economy will suffer.

All this economic pain is said to
bejustified because the science
about man-made $obal warming is
settled.

However this is notthe case.
In a recent draft paper DrJames

Hansen, the world's leading expert
on the computermodelling of the
climate, has acknowledged that the
climate computers (GCMs) have
been wrong abouta fundanrental
aspectof climate.

Apparently the C'CMs have
overestimated how quickly heat is
caried to the deep ocean and how
much heat is stored in the ocean. It
has been possible to accurately
measure oeean heat only since 2003

and this measurement has shown
cooling instead of warming.

Heating ofthe ocean is essential
for global warming because the
atmospheric temperature, if conect,
has not been rising enough to veri$
the heating predicted from carbon
dioxide emissions by the GCMs.

This "missing heat" was assunted
to be stored in the deep ocean but
this has been shown to be wrong.

Dr Hansen still believes in global
warming and says that it is likely the
heat has notgone to the ocean
because ofcooling from another by-
product of human civilisation,
aerosols, or small particles ofsool
which can refleet solar radiation.
The pmblem forthis solution by Dr
Hansen to the missing heat being
due to the cooling effect ofaerosols
is that the amount of cooling needed
from the aerosols to explain the
missing heat is nearly double what
the GCMs have already caleulated to

be the cooling response from the
aerosols.

Thus the one prediction ofthe
GCMs - that extra heat has been
going into the oceans -has been
proven wrong by accurate, real
measurements.

The explanation forthat missing
ocean heat is now dependent on the
GCMs also being wrong about the
cooling effect of aerosols.

These are the same GCMs that
calculate the heating effect from
human emissions of carbon dioxide.
Could they be rmng about that, too?

Accurate measurements of
aemsols will not tak€: place until a
satellite is sent up. Until then the
seience is not settled.

Dr David Stockwell is an expert on
ecosystem dynamics. Anthony Cox
is a member of the Glimate Sceptics.
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